IF NOTHING EVER CHANGED
THERE WOULD BE NO BUTTERFLIES.
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TRAPPED IN Marriage
Why an RCT?
Study Results

Areas for Improvement

Process Improvement

Debrief and Questions
Divorce is a Constitutional Right effectuated ONLY by resort to the Courts.
No difference in outcome with or without a lawyer

100%
Left Wondering: How many people Would Access our Courts If The Justice System Were more Accessible?
Is having a lawyer the only way to receive justice?
Or rather...

Are we communicating a value through procedure that we are not seeing communicated through policy as we’d like it to be?

...Is this ok?
Birth Year Ends in an Odd Number

Birth Year Ends in an Even Number
PINCH POINT

A place or point where congestion occurs
EXERCISING HUMANITY
“In divorce, what people don’t know can cause much greater fear and stress than what they do know... ”
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